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QUA l i T Y

INTRODUCTION

~~ado/

he industrial duplication industry faces a never

~~

ending challenge-more productivity (additional diskettes

~and

per hour) while improving product quality (fewer failures in the field).

jztotkd~

• Over the past decade, productivity has doubled and doubled again.
Impressive quality improvements have also been posted-but such achieve
ments require a strategy, process controls, exacting technologies, and a
strong commitment. • Whether you duplicate diskettes within your com
pany or employ a professional duplication service, the same quality issues
quickly surface. Every diskette failure costs customer goodwill and money
lots of money. A 1% failure rate can cost the industry millions of dollars per
year. • Quest for Quality documents the significant issues and solutions
which impact product quality. Each section begins with a broad summary
and is followed by a more technical discussion. Industry-specific terminol
ogy is referenced in the glossary. • At Trace, our Quest for Quality began
more than a decade ago and, as the following articles indicate, the quest
continues....

THE MASTER READ-IN PROCESS
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IMAGE IS VIRTUALLY FL\WLESS. IRONICALLY, ONCE
THIS MASTER IMAGE HA.S BEC]\, CLEAI'IED UP, IT
PRODUCES COPIES THAT ARE HIGHER
IN QUALITY AND EASIER TO READ THAN THE ORIGI
NAL GOLDEN MASTER.
TRACE SYSTEMS PROVIDE MASTER CLEAI'\lUP,
ASSURED IMAGE I NTEGRITy™ CHECKSUMS, COPY
PROTECTION, SERli\LlZATION, AND "LOAD AND GO"
SOFTWARE TO EXPEDITE SYSTEM OPERATION FOR
STANDARD DISKETTE FORMATS. UNLIKE OTHER
SYSTE\1S, TRACE SERIES

2000/3000 SYSTEMS

READ AND ANALYZE EACH ELEMENT OF THE
o 'VE SPENT MONTHS, PERHAPS
YEARS,

WRITI~G

\'\0 TESTI'<G T1HT '\fEI\

TRACK-\OT Jl 5T THE DU\ FIELD. WHITE". SPLICES
ARE REMOVED, CLOCKING VIOLATIONS ARE

PIECE OF SOFTWARE\'~D, \T UST, THE "COLDE]\,

REPAIRED, GAP LENGTHS ARE RESTORED TO SPECI

MASTER" DISKETTE IS READY FOR DUPLICATION.

FICATION, AND Ass RED IMAGE I NTEGRITY

~O\\ YOU ARE READY TO CE'\ER'l.TE THOlS:\'\])S

CHECKSUMS ARE PERFORMED TO ENSURE DATA

\,\D THOUSANDS OF El\.\ CT Dl PLlCcI.TES OF YOl R

INTEGRITY.

MASTER DISKETTE. RIGHT? WRONG!

How do Trace industrial systems accomp lish all

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, YOU'VE ALREADY CREATED A

this? Start by reading in the original master

QUALITY PROBLEM. THE PROBLEM IS STARI 'G YOU

diskette. During read-in, the system automati

IN THE FACE- THE PC OR WORKSTATION THH

cally reads more than it requires on each track to

PRODuCED THE FI\\L CODE. IT MA) BE A CREAT

ensure that al l data is available in the master file

DEVELOPMENT TOOL, BUT AS A FINAL RECOHDIl\G

(created by the system). During analysis, the

IIE\ ICF, fT'S HEAVILY FLAWED. BEFORE DULlC\.

track length is adjusted to eliminate extraneous

TIOI\

C~'"

PROCEED, THE GOLDE\ M<\STEH HAS TO

BE AUDITED, CHECKED, NO "CLEANED UP."

data. The system reads the data with 100% win
dows (refer to " Windows and Verification") to
ensure maximum readability of even the most

THE FASTEST AND MOST RELIABLE WAY TO CLEAI'\f

poorly written masters.
UP YOUR MASTER IS WITH TRACE SERIES

2000/3000 SYSTEMS. WHEN YOU EMPLOY THE

After read-in, analysis begins. During the analy

TRACE READ-IN PROCESS, SEVERAL TECHNIQUES

sis process, each track is brought into memory

ARE EMPLOYED TO ENSURE THAT YOUR MASTER

bit by bit and compared against the appropriate

format file which is stored in the system. This

All of this analysis is done in the background.

ensures the format on the diskette matches

After the golden master is read in, the autoloader

industry specifications. System software is loaded

can begin duplication of another job. With the

with manufacturer-defined formats, and addi

system's multitasking abilities, yo u can perform

tional formats can be added by deleting or

other functions while the analysis continues.

reorganizing the format information as needed
(usually in order to create copy protections).

Trace Series 2000/3000 systems actually have
two methods of performing read-ins. The origi

Sync fields and gaps between JD fields an d data
fields are set to proper values, address marks are
ch ecked, and cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs),
are calculated to ensure that the data is correct.
Figure 1 shows a typical arrangement of informa
tion on a track.

nal method, FreeForm™, allows for the precise
duplication of any diskette, whether or not the
format has been modified, and regardless of pre
compensation or copy protection schemes. The
second method is called HyperTrace, an d it
allows extremely fast read-in for users who use
standard formats without modification or copy

FIGURE 1
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The two read-in methods have slightly different
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'Ways of creating an image file. In both methods.
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the master diskette is completely cleaned up

' , _ Identification Fie ld
o

IDAddress Ma rk

oTrack Number

there are no write splices adjacent to data fields

oS ideNumber

o Sector Number
o Sector length
' CRe
L---------~v,----------~

Repeated for each seclo r on the track

which could detract from a target system's (end
user's PC) ability to read a dupli cated diskette.
There is only one 'Hite splice per track. The data

If all tracks are analyzed correctly (no bad CRCs,

and format are written in the same pass and data

missing or extraneous data), the image file is

bits and clock bits are placed for optimum read

converted to a product file. This file will be

performance. In other words, this ens ures maxi

slightly smaller than the image file, since the

mum readability of your di skettes on most target

system removes the excess data from the end of

machines.

the track. The system then calculates the
Assured Image IntegrityTM (AIl) checksums. Each
track has its own write and verify checksums,
and there is a global "checksum of checksums."
These checksums are used to guarantee that the
same data which is on the master is presen t on
the copy.
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HyperTrace is a faster and easier method when
used "ith these sta ndard formats which are
based on ri gid industry specifications:
• 3,5" High Density (HD)

• Macintosh lJouLle-Side,1 (800K)

• 3.5" Low Density (LD)

• Ilacintosh Single-Sided (WOK)

• 3.5" Extended Densit)

• \!acinto,h High Den, itv

• ';'25" LD

• <\pple II Standard Density

• 5,25" 96 TPI HD

• Commodore 1571

• 5,25" 96 TPI LD

• Commodore 1541

• \miga 3.5"

Since HyperTrace conccntrates on these formats,
it can analyze faster. It takes the first track from
the first master, and brings it into memory. As
soon as the track is there, a second program
begins analysis of that track against the format
specification. If the track passes, it becomes part
of a master file built directly in memory. The
faster the dri, e. the faster read-in and analvsis
can occur. In low density formats, the system
analyzes tracks as fast as the drive can bring
them into memory.
Keep in mind that although HyperTrace is faster
than FreeForm for standard form at, quality is not
sacrificed. HypcrTrace reads and analyzes cach
entire track-not just the data field. Write splices
and gap lengths are cleaned up. and Absolute
Image Integrity checksums are created to ensure
data integrity . These checksums can even be
generated for older image files created by
I-lyperTrace or FreeForm. So the Series

2000/3000 systems not only take care of your
current fil es, they can also reach back into your
arehives and apply state-of-the-art checks.

IMAGE TRANSFER PROCESS

URE SO YOU CAN PRECISELY CHART REJECT STATIS
TICS. TRACE'S

All CHECKSUMS ARE A KEY METHOD

OF ACHIEVI'IG \illIMUM QUALITY OF YOLR DlPLlCATED IYlAGES.

The term "checksum" is mentioned frequently in
discussions of data integrity, but is open to inter
pretation. A checksum is a general term for an
error detection test which verifies whether two
strings of data match. A simplified example of a
checksum is shown in Figure 2. Any system can
create checksums-but Trace checksums are pre

~G

~~;~~,

cisely tuned to guarantee product file quality.
HIGH-SPEED DLPLl
DATA MOHS .\T LIGHT'lI'IG

FIGURE 2
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1 :: Checksum

DISKETTE. SO\1ETl~1ES THESE PROBLE'<!S O-"LY
SlRFACE L\TERMITTEI\TLY, OTHERS PERIODIC\LLY

While an image is being read in, the All check

REPEAT THD1SELVES.

sums are created and stored as part of the

SINCE THE LOSS OF JUST ONE BIT OF INFORMATION
CAN MAKE THE FINAL PRODUCT

NUSABLE, A CON

STANT AUDIT PROCESS MUST OCCUR. To ELIMINATE
SUCH POTENTIAL PROBLEMS, SERJES

2000/3000

SYSTEMS RUN A NUMBER OF CHECKSUMS WHICH
.\lDIT THE TRANSFER PROCESS, STEP BY STEP,
TRACK BY TRACK. THIS SERIES OF CHECKSlMS IS
c\LLED ASSURED IMAGE Ii\TEGRITy™ (All). I "
TOTAL,

All RUNS 642 SEPARHE CHECKSUMS 0'\0

E~ ERY

DISKETTE BEFORE IT IS ACCEPTED c'-I\D

KEEPS .\ RUNNING LOG OF EVERY CHECKSL\1 FAJL

product file. When any part of a file is transferred
from one part of the system to another, the
checksums are recalculated and compared to the
originaL If the checksums match, that portion of
the file or data transfer operation then passes the
checksum test. If the numbers do not match, a
checksum error is generated. When a checksum
error occurs, the system displays a message
which uniquely identifies the specific operation
that failed.
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IMAGE TRANSFER PROCESS
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All is unique because it is so thorough. While

Masters can also be created on an independent

conventional controllers only check the ID and

host computer system or with PC Trace and

data area CRCs, All monitors every data transfer

transferred via the TraceNet™ network as Trace

during the duplication process. Every time a por

Mini Format (TMF) files, which include All-style

tion of the product file is moved from one part of

checksums. Once they are read in to a Series

the system to another, Absolute Image Integrity

2000/3000 systems, these files are expanded to

makes sure that the copy matches the master

full product files with complete All checksums.

image.

Once the file is in memory, the system checks

Assume you are duplicating (using write/verify) a

the item table to determine the contents of the

product file stored on your system hard disk. The

file and how it is to be written. The system then

duplication process always begins with an image

transfers the first track to the proper controller

file, which consists of the image table and all the

(having independent memory on each cont roller

data and clock bits which comprise the format

allows multiple controllers to duplicate different

and user information. The entire file is first

images simultaneously or the same image inde

transferred to system memory, where checksums

pendently). Checksums occur as the track

calculated during the transfer are com pared to

information and the corresponding part of the

the checksum in the file. This is the most critical

item table are transferred.

of the checksums, since any intermittent hard
ware or software errors, caused by a power surge,
for example, might cause the file in memory to
be different from the original. If this checksum
indicates that the two files do not match, dupli
cation will stop or retry until the files match.
As outlined in the previous article, the read-in
process by HyperTrace and FreeForm not only
reads the data from the master, but also performs
stringent analysis of the data to clean up write
splices between data sectors and ensure that the
finished product will match format specifications.
All product files stored as hard disk images
(image files) on the Series 2000/3000 have been
subjected to these exacting tests which adds to
the overall quality of your diskettes.

Next, the track is written to the target diskette,
and the write checksum ensures that the infor
mation written matches that stored in the
controller's track buffer. The verify function
ensures that all the bits that should have been
written to the diskette were written, and the ver
ify checksum ensures that all bits are in place.
This process is repeated for every tracle The sys
tem keeps a running tally of the checksums. As
soon as the last checksum is transferred to the
controller and the track is written and verified on
the target diskette, the system computes an over
all checksum of all the checksums. This is the
final insurance that all of the tracks which were
supposed to be duplicated have been duplicated.
(See summary in Figure 3.) There is an

impressive number of checksums being per
formed: one checksum at the initial memory
transfer, one as the item table entry for each
track and side is checked, and one as each side
of the track is transferred to the controller. A
checksum is performed as each track and side is
written to the diskette, and as each track and
side is verified. Then there is the final checksum
of all the checksums. An SO-track master image,
for example, has 642 separate checksums per
formed before the system passes each duplicated
diskette. 1'0 other duplication system goes to
such lengths to ensure that the duplicated prod
uct mirrors the master file.
FIGURE 3
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* Header contains inlmmation only necessary for product file and i,
not part of [mal duplicated product.

** During each track transfer! the COIT,·sponcling pOltion of the- itrm
table is also transferred.
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SINGLE BIT MISSING PULSE CIRCUITRY

ALTHOUGH MISSING PULSE TESTING OCCURS IN
BOTH CERTIFICATION AND DUPLICATION, THERE
ARE DIFFERE:'-ICES 1'1 THE \lETHODS Ai'l'D RESUTS.
CERTIFICATIOi\ IS DESIGi\ED TO TEST \1EDI\ FOR
MANUFACTURER PROCESS DEFECTS, WHILE THE
MPC CTRCUIT TESTS THE ACTCAL RECORDL'I'G
QUALITY. MISSING PULSE TESTING IS ESSENTIAL TO
E"iSLRI"iG THAT EACH DISKETTE CAPTLRES THE
WIDE R\'1GE OF SIGNAL PATTERNS INHERENT IN
DLPLICATION, AND THAT EACH BIT WILL SUBSE
QUENTLY BE READABLE.

In order to maximize capacity, bits are placed so
ITHOUT QUESTION, MOST DCPLI

closely together they may influ ence each other.
To ensure that the media you are using will be as

CATION Q ALITY PROBLEMS \RE
CAUSED BY CONTAMINATED, DAMAGED, OR J\1PER

readable as possible, there are several ways to

FECT DISKETTE MEDIA. THIS IS,\'T SLRPRISL\G

detect media defects during two important stages

GIVEN THE FACT THAT ELECTRONIC P ULSES ARE

of media life, certification and duplication. One

COMPRESSED O'iTO A FLEXIBLE COATJ'IG WHICH IS

of the ways to ensure readability is through

THINNER THAN A HUMAN FINGERPRINT. AND TO

dropout or missing pulse detection. Both terms

HEIGHTE"i THE CHALLE"IGE, THESE PGLSES ARE

refer to the same issue, the reduction or loss of a

APPLIED AS THE DISKETTE "COOKIE" SPIl'<S AT

600

recorded signal due to a defect in the magnetic
surface. Utimately, this can cause the loss of one

m;VOLLTlO,'<S PER \U"ICTE!

or more bits in the data stream, which can make
WHEN MEDIA IMPERFECTIONS Al'lD DEBRIS REDUCE

the diskette unreadable.
OR BLOCK A RECORDED SIG'\AL, IT'S Co\lMO'ILY
REFERRED TO AS A MISSJI\G PCLSE OR DROPOUT. I N
MA'iY CASES, THIS GE\ERATES A FATAL

FLA\'i ~

0)';

The first line of attack against media defects is
certification, which typically occurs during the

THE DISKETTE. To COMBAT StCH }[EDIA DEFIClE'<

media manufacturing process. Essentially, certifi

C1ES, ADDITlO\AL DCPLICATIOl\ PROCESS QLALITY

cation validates that diskettes are physically and

CHECKS ARE REQURED. THE TR\CE SOLCTIO\ IS

magnetically suitable to store magnetic transi

THE J"<DIYIDCAL BIT MISSI\G PUSE C!RCUT

tions. Certification is also used by many software

(MPC), A TECH:'<OLOGY THAT IS BULT I:'-ITO

manufacturers to ensure that the media they

QLALICOPY ELECTROI\ICS WHICH CO'lSTA"ITLY

receive meets their quality parameters.

MONITORS DISTI'ICT "IEDIA PROBLE\1 illEAS.

In certification, each bit is compared to the

you can see, the TAA reference level is some

Track Average Amplitude (TAA) , which repre

what less discerning than that of the MPC which

sents the average of a full track of bits. Every

takes 1£ patterns into account. A bit failing to

track is written with a single frequency pattern,

reach the }IPC threshold might still pass on the

and TAAs vary no more than 2% from track to

TAA reference.

track. But in duplirated media, the T '\ )\ can vary
widely from track to track because no two tracks
contain the same patterns, so the previous track's
average is irrelevant. If any bit has an amplitude
below a defined percentage of the TAA, a
dropout or missing pulse has occurred.
FIGURE 4

When an MPC error has occurred, QualiCopy
electronics shut off the read data signal to the
controller, causing a verify error. The track is
usually reread, then rewritten, and then reread
several times. If the error persists, the system
assumes there is a media defect and the diskette
is rejected. Standard diskette drives do not have
this capability for detecting MPC errors. Only
Trace QualiCopy electronics offer individual bit
MPC.
?lIPC testing exceeds standard media certification

Tim e

in another important quality control capability.
The MPC can detect a phenomenon called

Therefore, the amplitude reference for duplica
tion must be dynamic. Because of this, Trace's
SDS QualiCopy Drives incorporate a circuit that
quickly establishes a reference level for each
track based upon the peaks detected. Since the
reference level is a function of the bit pattern, it
is dynamically adjusted. Figure 4 shows the
QualiCopy lIPC reference level, created from
the bit pattern below it. Each bit on the track is
compared to the current reference value, and if
any bit fails to fall within the acceptable percent
age of signal remaining, an .vIPC error occurs
(the default percentage is 30%, but it is user
definable).
Compare this level to that of a certification TAA,
also shown in Figure 4, which represents the
level of the previous track's 2£ pattern only. As

"embedded resolution," in which 2f pulses sur
rounded by 1£ pulses create pulse amplitudes
lower than normal 2£ patterns. Additionally, write
precompensation can create the effect of lower
than-normal 2£ amplitudes. These conditions
produce lower pulse levels than are encountered
during certifier tests at a single frequency. The
media could pass certification, but have unac
ceptably low pulse amplitudes during
duplication. These types of patterns only occur
during duplication, so media which might be
acceptable to a certifier might not be adequate
for recording signals which are less readable
than the 2{ pattern.
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To further understand the importance of MPC

track to track because of media velocity and

vs. Certification testing, a clearer understanding

write current/filter bandwidth switching.

of the nature of recorded media is needed.
FIGURE 6

Both certification dropout detection and MPC
detection rely on the measurement of pulse

0 .6 :

amplitudes. Pulse amplitude depends on physi

0 .4

cal characteri stics of the media, such as strength

0 .2 :

I

\

I

of magnetization and coating thickness. In addi
tion, pulse amplitude is affected by the presence
-0.2 :

of nearby pulses in the recording. This latter

,

-0.4,

effect can be predicted from the individual pulse

~
<I:

/

\ /
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shape and the spacing of nearby pulses, and
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Independent Pul se

-Composite Pulse

depends greatly on the pulse resolution (pulse
width) and how close the pulses are to each

To show how the pulse width (resolution) aHects

other (pulse crowding).

peak amplitude, we will build up a 2£ pulse train
by adding adjacent pulses to the typical pulse.

FIGURE 5

Figure 6 shows the addition of adjacent pulses at
0,6 :

2f spacing, one on either side of th e original
0.4 ,

pulse. When pulses overlap, the net amplitude at
PW50
0.2 :

any point is the sum of all the amplitudes
0.0 ,

appearing at that point. The two adjacent pulses
-0.2 :

have " tails" that overlap the central pulse. When
-0.4 ,

"
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0.6 :

Resolution refers to the narrowness of the pulse

04 :

generated by a single isolated transition. (Refer

0. 2 :

to Figure 5.) A common measurement of pulse

00 __- _

resolution is PW50 (the time-width of the pulse

-0.2:
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-
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at the point where the pulse amplitude is 50% of

\

·0.4 ,

'.

~

its peak value). Here, the peak value is 0.5
amplitude units. The width of the pulse at the
.25-unit level is 1.2 time units. PW50 varies from

~
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FIGURE 9

pulses are close enough to affect each other,
pulse crowding effects are observed. In this
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example, the effect of the adjacent pulses, since

0.<

th ey are of opposite polarity, is to reduce the

0.2

11

peak amplitude of the central pulse.
: I

-0.2 :'

In Figure 7, we have added two more pulses on

-0.4 ,

our way to forming a long 2f pulse sequence.

~

E
:!

Note that th ese new pulses have the same polar

------------------------------- . --.- - +.
-0.60.0
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2.0
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Time (inmicrOS9condsJ

4,0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

- Normal 2f Pulse
-EmbeddedSignal

ity as the original pulse, and that th eir tails
increase the peak amplitude of the central pulse.
Because these pulses are furth er away than the

(and the signal that sets the TAA). The clipping

immediate neighbors of reversed polarity, th ey

level referred to in certification is the lowest level

do not fully restore the amplitude lost.

of peak amplitude permitted during a dropout,
measured as a percent of the TAA.

FIGURE 8

The 2f pulse train derived in Figure 8 does not

0.6 :
/

0,4 :

\

I

I

I

\

/

\

\

I

'

represent the weakest signal that can be

\

recorded on a diskette. If 'N e look back at Figure
6, an intermedi ate step in the constru ction of the
2£ signal, we find a pulse that is of mu ch lower
-0.4 ,

:1

j

\

I

amplitude than th e continuous 2f signal. The
\

I

0-- ·l~O- - - ;.0 --3.0 -- -4~O- - - 50

-0.60 .

Time (jn microsecondsj

\

1

6.0

isolated pattern of this figure cannot occur on a
7.0

-

80

9.0

10.0

-lndependen t Pulse

-Composite Pu lse

normally recorded diskette due to clocking rules.
A similar effect occurs, however, if th e " next
adjacent" pulses added to this figure were not at

Each successive addition of pulses to the train in

2£, but at

turn redu ces, then increases, the amplitude of

reduces the restoring effects of the pulse tails. In

the central pulse, but in each case, the effect

Figure 9, the embedded pulse is shown com

gets smaller and smaller until adding more

pared to the previously derived 2f pulse train .

pulses has no noticeable effect. Figure 8 shows

~ote the reduced amplitude of the embedd ed

the result of adding a long string of 2f pulses and

pulse. This is what we refer to as embedded

the resulting peak amplitude, which in this exam

resolution.

ple is .25 amplitude units. This is the 2£ signal
used to measure dropouts during certification

1£. The greater distance of the 1£ pulses

SINGLE BIT MISSING PULSE CIRCUITRY
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Another effect of pulse superposition is peak

sequence, or in an embedded 2f pulse, which

shift. Tn Figure 10, the dotted-dashed line

further aggravates the embedded resolution

(uncompensated readback) represents two adja

effect. Referring to Figure 9, note that the peaks

cent 2f pulses whi ch have been superposed. :\ot

on either side of the central pulse are shifted.

only is amplitude reduced, but also notice that

Precompensation will be used to correct the

the composite peaks of the pulses are not lined

peak shift, resulting in further reduction in

FIGURE 10

amplitude to 75% of the original 2f signal.
_Wr ite

0.6 :

If this same amplitude reduction is applied dur
ing a dropout which measures 45% signal

0.4 :

remaining during certification, it would now pro
duce a pulse amplitude of 34% signal remaining

~

--.

-0.2 :

for this pattern (based on the same TAA). In

04

actuality, the situation is much worse. Dropouts

-0.6 '- - - - 
0.0
1.0

do not merely reduce the amplitude of a signal,
2.0
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Time (in mic roseconds)

4.0
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6. 0
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g.o

100
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Pulse
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Pulse

they also have a significant effect on pulse reso

-Compensate d

----Unc ompe nsa ted
Re adba ck

lution.

Readb ack

up with the peaks of the original pulses (dashed
lines) . This is peak shift. Peak shift is compen
sated for during recording by changing the
timing of the recorded pulses. The dotted lines
(precompensated pulse) are recorded by writing
the first pulse late and the second pulse early.
This is called write precompensation. The result
(compensated readback, the solid line) shows
that the peak locations are now exactly right.
However, the pulse amplitudes of the pre com
pensated pulses are significantly lower than
before. Thus the addition of precompensation is
another source of pulse amplitude reduction.
The isolated pulse pair shown in Figure 10 can
not occur on a normal rccording-a more typical
precompensation condition occurs during a tran
sition from a 2f pulse sequence to a 1£ pulse

A typical dropout is produced by a media defect
or surface contaminant that lifts the media from
the head. It is this head-to-media separation that
reduces signal amplitude during a dropout. The
separation also causes an apparent widening of
the recorded pulses, severely reducing resolu
tion. Thus, all of the pulse crowding effects
described above are made worse during a spac
ing induced dropout. An embedded pattern that
produces a pulse of 75% of 2f under normal con
ditions would produce an even lower percentage
in the middle of a dropout.
In addition, the TA.A. measured on a typical
recording will be a mixture of If and 2£ ampli
tudes, rather than the uniform 2f pulse used in

certification. Duplication MPC circuits in fact
produce a TAA closer to the 1f amplitude. So a
45% certifier dropout appears as a 21 % dropout
if it occurs during a precompensated embedded
pulse. But if the dropout occurs in a less sensi
tive area (during a If pulse train, for example),
the dropout actually measures a higher remain
ing signal than reported by the certifier-as much
as 67% of If TAA signal remaining. So we see
the extreme variability of dropout amplitudes as
a function of data patterns.
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of precompensa tion, depends solely upon the
pattern of preceding and succeeding transitions
surrounding the bit, and thc resolution of a
transition as it is read.
The pattern of transitions surrounding a given
bit is predetermined by the data and encoding
of the bitstream and is known at the time the
bitstream is written. However, the resolution
depends on many factors, only some of which
are known or are controllable.
One of the important factors determining peak

/:""\

~

shift is the sensitivity of the bit pattern to reso
PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED, DISK

~;ES

USE MAGNETIC PULSES TO

STORE DATA. SINCE THE PULSES MlST BE PUC£])
CLOSELY TOGETHER, THEY HAVE TO BE CutEFULLY
LAID OUT TO MINIMIZE THE EFFECTS OF illJ\.CE:'IT
MAGNETIC FIELDS. IT'S SOvIEWH:\T SIVIIlAR TO LIN
ING UP MAGNETS. CAREFUL SPACING IS REQUIRED
SO ONE MAGNETIC FIELD DOES NOT IMPACT ITS
NEIGHBOR.

lution. The degree of peak shift depends on the
symmetry in the placement of bits surrounding
an individual bit. If a bit pattern is symmetrical
around a bit, that bit will experience no pre
dictable peak shift, regardless of the resolution.
But the greater the asymmetry of the bit pat
tern, th e greater the opportunity for peak shift,
and the larger the amount of precompensation
needed.

O NE FEATURE OF TRACE DUPLICATION SYSTEMS
FIGURE

11

TH\T IS ENTIRELY TR'\J,SPillE'IT TO MOST lSIRS IS
PRECO'WPENSATION.

Ym. Dm,'T llWE TO

K\O~

- - - - - - - - - - , 1 Currellt

Previous Bits Bit

\BOl!T PRECOMPENSATION TO BENEFIT FROM IT

r i- - - - 

Future Bits

Inn
n n
jll~nU flU n~
U U U

COO",""

LS,tpattern

BECAUSE IT ENHANCES THE QUALITY AND RELIABIL

Drive
Analog

lTY OF DUPLICATED PRODUCT. PRECOMPENSATION

IS ANOTHER WAY TO INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD
THAT DISKETTES CAN BE READ ON TARGET
'\1\CHI\ES.

Write precompensation is used to correct pre
dictable, pattern-sensitive peak shift; the
amount of this peak shift, and thus the amount

Read Signa l

Refer to the symmetrical bit patterns shown in

bit shift. Although it is impossible to provide

Figure 11 (Patterns shown are for example only,

total precompensation for every asymmetric pat

and may not represent actual format patterns). In

tern (in fa ct, many commercial controllers use

each case, the sbaded bit's position is not affected

only one increment of precompensation), Trace's
Series 2000/3000 systems support up to four dif

FIGURE 12

ferent increments of precompensation classifying
~

Previous Bits

all potential as}1l1meb'ic patterns into one of four

Current
Bit

Future Bits

groups. When precompensation is applied, group
Co ntroller
8it Panern

/

Drive
Analog
Rea d Signal

one (those patterns exhibiting the smallest peak
shift). receive a smaller amount of precompensa
tion than group two; gTOUp \:\vo patterns get less
than group three; and so on. This permits more

FIGURE 13

accurate bit placements. since a greater range of
Previous Bits

Current

r ,- - - 

Bit

Future Bits

displacements can be corrected than if a single
Controller
Bit Pattern

amount of precompensation is used for aU cor
rected patterns. In Trace systems, the level and

Drive
Analog

R"d S'9""

•

direction 01 precompensation applied is based on
the four bits preceding and the four bits succeed

by the surrounding bits. But if the pattern is

ing a given bit.

asymmetric (as in Figure 12), the bit win shift in

Even though precompensation is applied in rela

the direction shown.

tion to the overall bit pattern, the actual amounts

Figure 13 shows a third pattern in which one
more bit is added to the right side of the pattern
shown in Figure 12. This increases the apparent
asymmetry surrounding the shaded bit.
However, the peak shift resulting from the pat
tern here is actually less than that in Figure 12.
This is because the polarity of surrOLlllding tran
sitions, not just location, determines peak shift
effects. The newly added transition is of the
same polarity as the indicated transition (transi
tion polarities reverse at each successiye bit in
magnetic recording). The effect is to add ampli
tude to the current bit, reducing the amount of

win vary. Considerations include system resolu
tion, which is determined by bit rate, track
location, and drive rotational speed; driye para
meters, such as head-to-media interface, head
geometry, \uite current level, and read channel
bandwidth; and media parameters such as coat
ing thickness, coercivity, and coercivity
distribution. This is why precompensation
amounts must be determined empirically using
measurements imolving actual drives and media.

It should be reemphasized that these resolutions
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are system values, representing the combined

tion of precompensation value versus track is not

resolution of the "Titing drive, the media, and

linear (the lines are curved and become steeper

the reading drive. The duplicator has some con

toward the inner tracks); also, the curve is not

trol or knowledge over the first two, but little or

smooth-th ere are two distinct breaks in the pro

no control mer the quality of the reading drive.

gression from outer to inner tracks.

'\ major problem fa ced "hen trying to establish

FIGURE 14

actual precompensation amounts is the fact that
200

both media and drives vary widely in resolution,

Op timum

175

making it impossible to pick a single number

Read

Precompensation

Filter
150

that works equally well under alJ conditions.

Switch

.1

125
1(1()

Even when a box of new media from a single
75

man ufacturer is tested for peak shift on the same
drive, there is significant variation of resolution
from diskette to di skette "ithin th e same box of

50
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Write

Curre nt

Trace
Precompensation
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Sw itch
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one brand, not just from brand to brand.
While duplicators can exert some control over
the media used in duplication, PC drives come
from a variety of manufacturers and have widely
varying characteristics.,\ test of brand-new, cur
rentl), available dri yes using identical media
would sbow that resolution varies \\idely among
driyes. When it comes to media consistency,
unfortunately, the duplicator has little control.

The first discontinuity in the curve occurs at
track 43 . This is a result of filter switching in the
target drive that lowers the read resolution at the
outer tracks. In the cas e of the outer tracks of
high density drives, the peak shift observed is
almost entirely due to the reduced bandwidth
imposed by the read electronics, not from head
to-media characteristics. This imposed low
resolution results in a peak shift at track 43

In establishing the precompensation values for
Trace systems, nominal drives and media are
used to empirically determine values that pro

which is actually worse than that at the inner
most track. The excess filtering is removed at
track 44.

duce the best margins as read on a target driv e.
Once the reference drive and media are selected,
actual values are determined bv plotting a curve
of "ideal" precompensation values versus track
number. Such a curve (for only one pattern
level) is shO\vn in the black line in Figure 14.
Two characteristics should be noticed: the func

The next break in the curve of Figure 14 occurs
at track 65. High density drives write with a
higher write current on the outer tracks in order
to oversaturate the media and ensure adequate
overwrite perf"ormance. This oversaturation

reduces the written resolution, and is undesirable
at the inner tracks, where resolution loss is sig
nificant and overwrite is not as much of a
problem. Therefore, th e write current is dropped
for inner track recording. Since the change in
write current results in a change in resolution,
precompensation amounts are adjusted accord
ingly.

17

probabl} exceedl 00 nanoseconds.
There is a potential danger involved in tuning
precompensation to compensate for media of
very low resolution. While it may be possible to
apply enough precompensation to make the
resulting product appear to have high margins
and low peak shift, excessive precompensation
reduces the amplitude of the read signal, making

Trace precompensation bands and values are

it more susceptible to noise. This can actually

selected to provide a best fit for the plotted

increase the field failure rate, even though the

curves. This is done for each pattern class and

product looks good on test equipment.

separately for side 0 and side 1 beads, and is
FIGURE

IS

how the precompensation files for the various
drives and encoding formats are deriyed for
Series 2000/3000 svstems.
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Bits fa lling
outsid e of

use, and some degree of margin improvement

bit windo w

can be achieved. Ho\vever, media variation

<ill extreme example of th is t~ pe of failure
encompasses a smaller peak shift range relative
occurred with a host system drive operating in a
to drive resolution, which varies over a 100
veT) noisy environment. Figure 15 shows several
nanosecond range.
Time Interval Analysis (TIA) histograms showing
Fine tuning for the media can therefore take care

the number of bits which occur at a given time

of only a small portion of the resolution variabil

interval. Perfect bit placement would show very

ity problem. While this can be of benefit, it must

high and narrow bars at each format-specified

be kept in proper perspective, since obtaining a

inten al.

10 to 20 nanosecond improvement in peak posi
tioning may not produce noticeable performance
improvement in the field, where drive variations

]8

Diskettes recorded with wry 10" precompensa
tion levels have significant peak shift and loss of
margin (Figure 15-1\, as read on a clean drive).
Cnder the noisy conditions, the signal is se\erely
degraded (Figure 1S-B), but the recording is still
readable, though with minimal margin. If the
write pre compensation is adjusted to provide an
ideal TIA (Figure IS-C), the margin as read on
the normal drive is definitely improyed; however,
when this recording is read on the noisy drive,
the spread of the short-period 2f intervals is
increased (Figure IS-D), ,,~ th several bits falling
outside the permissible read window. The addi
tion of precompensation has reduced the peak
amplitude of the short interval transitions, reduc
ing the signal-to-noise ratio for those pulses.
In summary, tuning up precompensation for
known media characteristics can improve prod
uct quality, but any adjustment that requires
increasing the amount of precompensation
should be approached with caution. If at all pos
sible, for MFM-encoded formats , select media
"ith a higher resolution and reduce the precom
pensation levels.
Trace Series 2000/3000 systems provide you
with default precompensation values which arc
based on average media and drive characteris
tics. Although custom precompensation values
can be created, in most cases, default values do
not require modification.

WINDOWS AND VERIFICATION

nVOHS O.IT\ REcm ERr AT THE EXPE,\SE OF BIT
LOCITIO\ STlUJ'o,CE\fCY. TRACE FLOPPY
CO:\THOLLEHS (TFCs ) AND TRACE T URBO
COWROLLERS (TTCs) MEASURE THE ACT UAL TIME
BETWEE'I BITS WITH A PRECISION TIMING CIRCUIT
TO PROVIDE THE MOST STRINGENT BIT LOCATION
TEST AVAlLABLE.

Format rules are set up to help create a stan
dard method of reading and writing diskettes.
Among these rules are specifications regardi ng
bit placement. A 360K lB\I~ -type format, for
HEN PRODLCI"<G COPIES OF DISK

instance, specifies that bits can be written at 4,
6, and 8 fls intervals. The minimum resolution,

UNIVERSALLY READABLE BY '\S vIA '\'Y PCs '\S POS

or time period that distinguishes a unique hit is

SIBLE. THIS IS NOT AS SIMPLE \S O'\E MIGHT

2 fls. Therefore, when an IB\I-compatible

THINK. THE COMPUTERS THE DISKETTES \11E

computer reads such a diskette, it requires that

INTENDED TO WORK ON- TH E T IRG ET VI \CHI \ES

hits occur in 2 fls windows of time. In other

VARY CONSIDERABLY FROM THE IDEAL 1\ TERMS OF

words, a bit has a 2 flS interval during which it

DRIVE ALIGNMENT, DRIVE SPEED, ELECTRONICS,

can occur. If it occurs earlier or later, the bit

,,""D "'IOISE LEHL." To COMPE'IISITE FOR THIS

means something completely different and the

VARIABILITY, SOPHISTICATED DISKETTE DUPLICA

diskette will likely fail. For this reason, proper

T IO,", SYSTEMS LIKE THE SEKIES

2000/3000

lSE

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES TO ASSURE READABILITY .

bit placement is crucial.
A number of factors can prevent precise bit read

O NE OF THE MOST IMPORTAi'llT TECHNIQUES IS THE

back when the diskette is written (media

WINDOW TEST. WITH WINDOWS, YOU CAN SET BIT

characteristics, bit shift, and oth er factors). This

PLAC[vlE\T THRESHOLDS LOOSELY (AT
EX.\,lPLE) OR STRICTLY

(60%).

90%,

FOR

WHE\ THE \\ 1:, 

poses a challenge for a target machine trying to
read a diskette. The real problem arises when

DOW IS TIGHTE"<ED, ,lORE DISKETTES .\RE

the target machine has problems which

REJECTED, BUT THE LIKELIHOOD OF SlCCESSFUL

adversely affect the \Iay the diskette is read.

RFAD,,"BlLlTY SO~S. TRWITIONAL METHODS OF

Such problems (rotational inconsistency, in stan

DETERMI"<l'<G WI,,<UO\\ LOC ITION ADJUST TO THE

taneous speed variations, data separator circuitry

RATE OF TilE BIT STREAM TO COMPENSATE FOR

deficiencies, and media modulation) are nol

VIOHTIOl'\S 1\ HOW THE DISKETTE WAS WRITTEN

uncommon. These problems can affect already

\I\D HOW IT IS BEING READ. THIS TECHNIQUE

mediocre bit placement to the point where the

19
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diskette fails on the target machine. The

the window test. If a diskette can be read using

diskette can be '\Titten correctly, that is, with bits

stricter bit placement criteria than normal, then

in the proper windows, and still fail when it is

it is more likely to be read successfully by target

read on a target system. The best place to put

machines. In a sense, the Series 2000/3000 sys

bits is in the exact center of the bit window.

tem is simulating the reading behavior of a

Since most target (end-user) machin es have

flawed target machine-one that demands that

some minor imperfections, placing the bit in the

the data be more precisely located on the

exact center of the windo\\ ensures that your

diskette. If the duplicated diskettes are read by

diskettes can be read on most target machines

this demanding machine, then the diskettes will

(See Figure (6).

be readable by the vast majority of PCs.
Windows are simply percentages of the format

FIGURE 16

specified bit ",indow. For example, a 100%
Duplication

Targl!t

syst em

system

window means the entire format-specified inter

may read

bit here

it her e

val is available. Using the example of the 360K
IBM-type format, a 100% interval is 2 /lS. A 75%

Windo ws

window limits the bit to the center three-qnar
ters of this interval. The window opens at .25

FIGURE 17

microsecond and closes at 1.75 microseconds.
Duplic ation

Target system

system writes

may read

bit he re

it here

Figure 18 illustrates this concept. Wc can widen

II
Windows

If bits are not Mitten in th e center of the win-

or narrow the window depending on the desired
quality levels. However, setting the window too
tightly may be (;ollllterproductive, as this may fail
diskettes that are peJiectly adequate for the vast

dm,. target machines may be unable to read the
majority of target machines.
diskette (See Figure 17).
To ensure that the diskettes are as readable as

FIGURE 18

possible, verification is performed. The best veri
75 %

fication would be to test diskettes on a large
sample of target machines. But sin cc it is impos

W indow

,--------..

I

I

1:

sible to test every target machine that exists,

I
:1

I
1:

I

I

I

:1

1:

I

I
:1

Windo ws

Trace systems perform a test on each track being
verified. Part of the purpose of this verification is

Generally, only larger duplication systems incor

to check that data has been placed in the most

porate window measurement. In most of these

universally readable locations. This test is called

systems, a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is used to

generate the timing of the '.'.indo'.'.,. Basically,
the PLL circuit examines bit placement intervals,
calculates a running average, and predicts each
successive '.'.indo'.'. hased on this average. Phase
Lock Loops can be quite sophisticated in making
corrections based on "bit historv." Such histori
cal averages, ho'.'.ever, can be corrupted by a
stream of bad data. In other words, future dala
placement will be incurred. This running average
is referred to as a "rubber rulcr." The Trace
alternative is called Absolute Window
'Vleasurement'M (AWl\1).
FIGURE 19

6 lIS~

I
Windows

I
" Typ ica l Format-spe cifi ed Bit Loc ations

AWM is a critical evaluation of the placement of
bits on the diskette anticipating potential prob
lems which would occur on the target machine.
Rather than using the "rubber ruler," A\\'vl uses
the format specifications as a "steel ruler" to
measure each bit independently using a prcci·
sion timing circuit as a constant, absolute
reference (See Figure J9). In generating each
window, AWM calls on a chip in the Trace con
troller which performs the function of a 'rIA,
precisely measuring each bit's location down to
billionths of a second. When AWM generates
windows, it docs so with the precision needed to
most critically test optimal bit placement.
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ENSURES THAT THE FIRST TRACK IS THE PROPER
NUMBER OF STEPS FROM THE LAST TRACK. WHEN
THE SYSTEM RETURNS TO TRACK 0, IN-PROCESS
CHUCKING DETECTION™ (ICD) VERIFIES THAT
THE TIME FHOM INDEX SIGNAL TO A SPEClFlED FOR
MAT MARK IS CORRECT HEI.ATlVE TO WHERE IT WAS
WRITTEN. ANY DISKETTE THAT FAILS THE TEST IS
Bt\lI::DIATELY REJECTED.

One of the areas in which it is critical to ensure
track and bit location occurs just as a 3.5"
diskette is loaded into the drive. There are two
pins on the drive which hold the diskette in

U/:)

J NE OF THE MORE \ EXl:\G, f\T\'ISlJlLE

~OBLD1S

AFFECTING DLPLIC\TIO]', QUAL

ITY IS DISKETTE MISCHUCKING, WHERE \ 3.5"
DISKETTE BECOMES MISALIGNED D1'Hl'lG THE
EARLY STAGES OF DLPLICATlO'{ UIVfIL RECEYfLY,
IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO DETECT THIS PROBLEM
DURING THE Dl PLICATIO'l PROCESS.

place as it spins and has data written to and veri
fied from it. The first pin, the center pin, is
inserted into the square hole at the center of the
diskette and acts as the spindle as the diskette
spins. The second pin is the chucking pin, which
inserts into the off-center hole in the diskette
and is responsible for forcing the diskette against
the centering pin and driving the diskette revolu

REPEATED DISKETTE I'\SERTIO S CAUSE WEAR Al'lD
TEAR ON THE DRIVE PI "IS. EVENTUALLY THIS WEAR
MAY CAUSE DISKETTES TO BE IMPROPERLY CEN
TERED IN THE DRIH. As A RESULT, THE FIRST FEW
TRACKS WRITTEI\ 01\ THE DISKETTE ARE PLACED
INCORRECTLY. THIS SITLATION IS CALLED MlSCHUCK! G.

tion. After loading thousands of diskettes, the
two drive pins and the springs which keep pres
sure on them may begin to show signs of wear
and tear. As a result, the diskette does not "seat
properly," and as data is written, the diskette
spins eccentrically (illustrated in Figure 20). This
mischucking means there is a high probability

AN EXCLLSIVE NEW INI\OHTIO,\ CREATED BY

that many target systems won't be able to read

TRACE ADDS <\.:\ ADDITlO,\AL ,\LDlT FUNCTlO;~

the diskette. Mischucking can also be caused by

THU DETECTS .\I\D [,\TERCEPTS \nSCHUCKED

media with excessive or insufficient torque.

DISKETTES DLRI'<G THE WRITE!, ERIFY PROCESS.
As NRT OF ~OR'VlAL DLPLIC<\.TIO'<, THE SERIES
2000!3000 \\ HITES OAT\ FHO\l TMCK 0 I\WARD
TO TR\CK 79. IT THEN RETURNS TO TR<\.CK 0 Al'lD

Mischucking often only occurs randomly, mean
ing that random cross-verification sampling may
not catch the problem-in fact, since the modu
lated signal may have sufficient amplitude, even
100% reverification may not detect a problem.

FIGURE 20

leaves the writeherify cycle. JCD is based on a

ycry sensitive measurement which is similar to
DlIbtteltub

the technique used to adjust the drive's index

C.nter'"
Di,k.u.

timing with an analog aJjgnment diskette with

c.nt.rPin
(noIC.ntered~

___ Ch ll cking Pin
(mischl.lckedl

JCD, the Series 2000/3000 measures the time
from the drive's index signal to a specific pattern

__

C~~cking

Pin

which is part of the fonnat. ICD kno\\s when this

(prop erly chucked)

pattern should occur, and if it is not read within a
specified tolerance, it means that the diskette has
moved relative to the the spindle since the initial
track was written.
In Figure 21 , graph A sho",s a normal track on a
diskette, "ith the signal even and strong across
the track. Graph B sho\\ s a track WJ'itten with a
mischuckcd drive as read by a properl} chucked
driv e. Because the track was "ritten off-center.
the signal shows peaks and valleys as the drive
looks for normally aligned tracks. The most
effective way to detect chucking is before it

A diskette's data is written from the outermost
track, track O. inward to track 79. As part of the
normal Series 2000/3000 duplication cycle, the
drive head then steps back 79 steps to ensure
that the tra ck 0 signal will occur at the proper
step. With lCD, when the drive head reaches
track 0, instead of ejecting the diskette immedi
ately, the controller verifies that the index-to

FIGURE 21

mark timing on track 0 meets requirements. If
the ICD test detects a di screpancy, the diskette is
rejected. Best of ali, lCD adds less than t",o
tenths of a second to the duplicati on cycle.
leD can also be used during cross-verification,
allo"ing you to specify a drive-to-drive tolerance
for index-lo-mark. Uthough Trace's other data

A

placement features (AWM and AlI) help ensure
that the sectors end up according to format spec
ihcations, drives and media vary enough that
some percentage of cross-verification or duplica
tion drive monitoring is always a good idea. So
"hen you cross-v erify diskettes produced on one
drive or another, you can set the index-to-mark
timing in increments of 6 !lS and reject any
diskette which falls outside your preset tolerance.
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SERIES 2000/3000 SYSTEMS

cant throughput (it can keep up with 20 Tracer

Trace's premier high volume diskette duplication

autoloaders), ease of Llse, quick set up, simple

system s have become the de facto standard for

maintenance, and unparalleled durability. Some

virtually every large hardware, soft\\are, and

units have labeled more than live million

duplication service compan} in the \I orl d.

diskettes without a service call.

The 2000/3000 deli,ers unparalleled throughput,

TRACE 5300 IN-LINE PRINTER

qu alit} control, and flexibility. They can control
This modular bubblejet printer fits onto the end
from 8 to 20 autoloaders simultaneously via
Trace's proprietary UNIX® operating system.
These systems also employ Tracer autoloaders
and QualiCopy Uri, e technology.

DISKTRACER lint

Designed for small-to-mid-range COP} ing require
ments, the Di skTracer II is a dedicated

of a Tracer autoloader. As the diskette moves
from the Tracer autoloader, the In-Line Printer
generates a high-definition label which can print
a variety of fonts, unique serials numbers, and bar
codes. The TIP5300 works in conjunction with
an} Series 2000/3000 system.

LH-2600 CD-ROM DUPLICATOR

standalone diskette copier. Roughly the size of a
photocopier, this desktop unit has been well
received by small software developers and
companies that "ish to distribute data, templates
or software on diskettes.

Offering double-speed recording, the LH-2600
can generate a unique write-once

CD-RO~1

disc

at tv.~ce the speed of previous generations of
hardware. :\blc to simultaneous write up to 16
CD-ROM discs, this turnkey system is ideal for

PC TRACE'"

PC Trace turns your personal computer into a

low volume, fast turn CD-ROM replieations.

GALAXY MICRODISK CERTIFIER

low-volume diskette copier. ltilizing proprietary
hard" are and software, PC Trace interfaces "ith
a Tracer autoloader to significantly automate the
duplication process. PC Trace can manage a vari
et) of MS-DOS® formats and diskette sizes,

Specifically designed to perform high-speed, unat
tended certification, the Galaxy Celtifier can
celtif)' 1MB or 2MB diskettes at double the nor
mal rotational speed, giving maximum throughput
while simultaneously testing both sides. The

DL SERIES DISKETTE LABELERS

These industrial-strength labelers have been
enthusiastically embraced by professional dupli
cation and software companies throughout the
,lUrid. The hallmark of the DL series is signifi

Galax} can run standalone, or networked to other
systems via Galaxy l\ etwork Software.

GLOSSARY OF DUPLICATION TERMINOLOGY

1 F FREQUENCY The lower operating frequency of a
diskette. In a single density format, it corresponds to
all clock and no data bits.
2F FREQUENCY The higher operating frequency of
a diskette. In a single density format, it corresponds
to all clock and data bits in each bit cell.

A

DATA SEPARATOR Also called Phase Lock Loop. A
circuit built into diskette drive controllers systems
which determines bit windows based on analysis of
where previous bits have been read.
DROPOUT Also called missing pulse. A readback
pulse that is below a prescribed threshold.

window test which evaluates bit location relative to a
precision timing circuit rather than a phase lock,
data following recovery circuit.

DRIVE The mechanics that rotates the media, posi
tions the read-write head, drives the write and erase
elements, and amplifies the read signaL Drives do
not usually include controllers.

AMPLITUDE The voltage level, or strength, of an
electrical signaL

DUPLICATION The production of diskettes that are
identical to a master diskette or master image.

ASSURED IMAGE INTEGRITY (All) A series of
checksums which audit the image transfer process,
step by step, from the image source through verifica
tion of each written track.

FREE FORM A programming language developed by
Trace which allows users to create custom duplica
tion formats. In Trace documentation, FreeForm also
refers to the versatile duplication program which
uses the formats generated in FreeForm.

ABSOLUTE WINDOW MEASUREMENT (AWM)

ASYM M ETRY An undesirable condition that dis
places recorded bits from their ideal location. It can
result from improper drive electronics adjusbnent,
defective read/write heads, or media that has not
been properly A.C. degaussed.

The amount of information that can
pass through a system per unit time.
BAN DW I DT H

BIT SHIFT Also called peak shift. A shift in the
detected signal peak caused by the influence of a
neighboring flux transition or transitions.
CERTIFICATION The process of verifying the mag
netic properties of the media coating.

A general term for an error detection
test which verifies whether two strings of data match.
CHECKSUM

Also called missing bit leveL In
certification, the lowest peak amplitude permitted,
measured as a percent of the Track Average
Amplitude (TAA).
CLI PPI NG LEVEL

C LOC K BIT A transition that is recorded to main
tain synchronism between the data stream and the
data separator.
COERCIVITY A measure of the strength of a mag
netic materiaL High coercivity coatings are more
difficult to write, but provide stronger read signaL

A device that interfaces one or more
diskette drives to a computer system. The controller
provides features such as data separation, eRe gen
eration and checking, write clock, and drive select.
CONTROLLER

An error
checking scheme used in the diskette format to
detect errors in the ID and data areas of the record
mg.
CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK (CRC)

DATA BIT A transition recorded to represent one
bit of information.
DATA FIELD The portion of a diskette format that
contains the user-defined data. It also contains sync
bytes, and eRe bytes.

GAP, FORMAT In a diskette format, a gap is a
region between ID fields and data fields that allows
for errors in rotational speed and signal frequency.
GAP, READ I WRITE HEAD The read/write head
gap is the non -magnetic zone which allows flux to
enter and exit the core.
GOLDEN MASTER The original diskette that con
tains the information to be duplicated Although
referred to as "Golden", in almost all cases it is not
as good as the diskette that a Trace system dupli
cates.
HEAD The transducer element that writes to and
reads from the media.
HYPERTRACE A Trace analysis program designed
to expedite the duplication process. HyperTrace sup
ports all of the most commonly used formats.
I D FIELD I IDENTIFICATION FIELD That part of
a soft sector format that precedes the data field and
identifies the track, side, sector, and record size.
I MAGE FILE Also called product file. A Trace
defined file which contains the master diskette data,
format information, and Assured Image Integrity.
INDEX TO DATA Usually made with an analog
alignment diskette which is used to locate the start
of each track relative to a signal generated by the
drive.
IN D EX To MAR K A test performed by Trace sys
tems to ensure that a 3.5" diskette is properly
chucked.
MASTER DISKETTE The original diskette whose
contents are to be read in to the duplication system.
ME D I A Also called diskettes. The storage element of
a rotating magnetic memory device.
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M,SCHUCK,NG A condition where a 3.5 " diskette is
not properly centered and located prior to duplication.
MISSING PULSE Also called dropout. A readback
pulse that is below a prescribed threshold on a track
written with a specific frequcncy pattern.
MISSING PULSE C,RCU,TS (MPC) A technology
that is built in to Trace QualiCopy electronics which
constantly monitors distinct media problem areas.
MOD U LA T ION

Readback signal amplitude distor

tion.
PEA K S H I FT Also called bit shift. A shift in the
location of the readback peak due to the influ en ce of
adjacent transitions.
PEA K

The highest amplitude portion of a waveform.

A circuit built into
drive controllers which determines bit windows
based on analysis of previously read bits.
PHASE LOCK Loop (PLL)

PRECOM PENSATION A method of reducing the
effects of peak shift, at the expense of amplitude, by
changing the transition locations in the write data
stream (writing them closer together than normal).
PRODUCT FILE Also called image file . A Trace file
which contains the master diskette data, form at
information, and Assured Image Integrity.
PULSE CROWDING How close the pulses are to
each other in the recording.
PW50 The time-width of a pulse at the point
where the pulse amplitude is 50% of its peak value.
QUA L I COpy DR I V E A drive modified by Trace to
be more durable than standard drives and which
contains special circuits to provide assurance of
duplication quality.
QUA L I TY Products in conformance to specified
requirements.
READ-I N

A process which uses a master diskette to

create a product image that conforms perfectly to
format specifications.
RESOLUTION The ratio of 2f amplitude to If ampli
tude on a given track. Resolution is a measurement
of overall performance.

A spe
cially designed drive and mode of duplication which
allows both sides of a double-sided product to be
written and yerified at the same time. Normal opera
tion would have to write and verify side 0 before side
1, using up additional time.
S,MULTANEOUS DOUBLE-S,DED (SDS)

SYNC BYTES A series of bytes located before iden
tification fields or data fields to allow the data
separator to synchronize with the data stream. Each
timc a sector is updated, a write splice is created at
the beginning and end of the update. Th e write
splice can throw the data separator out of synchro
nization. The sync bytes allow the data separator to
recover.

An
advanced-design controller card which is installed in
Series 2000/3000 systems and performs high-speed
duplication of diskettes.

TRACE FLOPPY CONTROLLER (TFC)

FORMAT (TMF) Trace defined for
mat files created on a host computer system, or with
PC Trace, and are transferred to the Series
2000/3000 system over the TraceNet network. As
they are read in, these files are expanded to full
Series 2000/3000 files. TMF is the basic file struc
ture of PC Trace.

TRACE MINI

TRACE TURBO CONTROLLER (TTC) The Trace
Turbo Controller ('fTC) enhances the dupli cation
performance of Series 2000/3000 systems. The TTC
enables Serics 2000/3000 systems to duplicate
iVIFM-format (high deIlSity Macintosh and IBM-com
patible high l low density diskettes) up to 25% faster
than competitive controllers.

In certifica
tion, each bit is compared to the TAA, which
represents the average of a full track of bits of a sin
gle frequ ency pattern.
TRACK AVERAGE AMPLITUDE (TAA)

Concentric ring that contains the data on
rotating mcmory devi ces, such as diskettes.

TRACK

The area on the media coating where
the direction of domain magnetization reverses. This
transition is the recorded bit.

TRANSITION

VERIFY An operation that compares the written
diskette with the data held in memory to ensure that
the write op eration was successfu I and completed
with acceptable quality.

A technique for estimating the error
rate performance of a system, without transferring
the specified number of bits. The window is reduccd
until a predetermined error criteria is encountered.
Th e windo\V test indicates the potential performance
of th e device being tested.
WINDOW TEST

W,N DOWS The time interval during which a valid
data or clock pulse is exp ected.
WRITE

An industrial diskette duplication
system which can control up to 4 SDS autoloaders,
each performing independently.
S E R I ES 2000

SERIES 3000 An industrial diskette duplication
system which can control up to 10 SDS autoloaders,
each performing independently.

An operation that placcs the data on a

diskette.
WRITE SPLICE The discontinuity that results \Vh en
a write operation is started or stopped, especially
over a formatted track. Each upd ate write will result
in a write splice in the format gaps.
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